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ABSTRACT
Entity linking can disambiguate mentions of an entity in text. How-
ever, there are many different aspects of an entity that could be
discussed but are not differentiable by entity links, for example,
the entity “oyster” in the context of “food” or “ecosystems”. Entity
aspect linking provides such fine-grained explicit semantics for
entity links by identifying the most relevant aspect of an entity
in the given context. We propose a novel entity aspect linking ap-
proach that outperforms several neural and non-neural baselines
on a large-scale entity aspect linking test collection. Our approach
uses a supervised neural entity ranking system to predict relevant
entities for the context. These entities are then used to guide the
system to the correct aspect.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Entity-oriented search systems leverage semantic information about
entities for document ranking [9, 13, 24, 41, 50–52]. Often, an im-
portant component of such systems is entity linking. Entity link-
ing [14, 28, 36] disambiguates the mentions of an entity from the
context in text. For example, in Figure 1, the entity link can discern
that “oyster” refers to the animal and not to the town. Our goal
is to further refine this information using entity aspect links that
identify the aspect of “oyster” (e.g., “food” or “ecosystem service”)
referenced in this context. In this work, we address this task:

Entity Aspect Linking Task.Given (1) the mention of an entity
in a context (e.g., sentence), and (2) a set of predefined aspects with
their contents (text and entity links), link the mention to the en-
tity’s aspect that best captures the contextual reference. Following
previous work [32, 40], we consider the top-level sections from an
entity’s Wikipedia page as the entity’s aspects.

Entity aspect links have been shown to be useful for text anal-
ysis tasks [32]. They have also been shown to be useful for entity
ranking [4, 5]. In this work, we investigate the opposite perspective:
Can we leverage entity ranking for the entity aspect linking task?
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Previous approaches to entity aspect linking [32, 40] identify
the correct aspect by matching the logical ids of entities (identified
via entity linking) found in the context and aspect. The issue here
is that often, few entities are shared between the context and the
correct aspect (see RQ4 in Section 5). Alternatively, one may use an
entity relatedness measure such as the cosine similarity of entity
embeddings [2, 37, 55] to identify the correct aspect. However, this
approach is oblivious to the link context critical for the task.

Contributions. In this work1, we propose an alternative, yet
complementary approach to entity aspect linking. At the heart of
our approach is a supervised neural entity rankingmodel that, given
the context, will predict entities contained in the correct aspect’s
content (henceforth guiding entities). Our approach alleviates the
issue with entity matching found in previous work on entity aspect
linking. We show that our approach to entity aspect linking can
outperform several strong baselines, both neural and non-neural,
on a large-scale entity aspect linking test collection. We further
demonstrate that our approach to ranking guiding entities for the
context plays a significant role in this performance improvement.

2 RELATEDWORK
Sections as Aspects. Fetahu et al. [15] enrich Wikipedia sections
with news-article references by considering the top-level sections as
sub-topics. Reinanda et al. [42] present amethod for document filter-
ing for long-tail entities using the top-level sections fromWikipedia
as entity aspects. Nanni et al. [32] consider top-level sections as
aspects and present a learning-to-rank method for the entity aspect
linking task using lexical and semantic features derived from the
context. Ramsdell et al. [40] released a test collection for entity as-
pect linking along with strong baselines whereas Hayashi et al. [20]
released a dataset for multi-domain aspect-based summarization.
Both datasets consider top-level sections from Wikipedia as entity
aspects. We too consider the top-level sections from Wikipedia as
aspects, and use the dataset from Ramsdell et al. in this work.

Text Similarity. The entity aspect linking taskmay be addressed
by learning the similarity between the texts of the aspect and the
context. Often, text similarity is learnt by using BERT [10] to learn
embeddings of the two texts such that the cosine distance of the
embeddings is minimized. The similarity may also be learnt using a
fully-connected layer trained jointly with the model [27]. Alterna-
tively, pre-trained text embedding methods such as Word2Vec [30]
or GloVe [35] may be used to create embeddings of the two texts
for use with cosine similarity. We include a baseline that learns
embeddings of the context and aspect using BERT, then learns the
similarity between them using a fully-connected layer.

Document Retrieval. One may consider the context as a query
and the aspect as a document to be retrieved. Hence, a related

1Code and data available at: https://github.com/shubham526/CIKM-2022-EAL
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Context : Oysters influence ecosystems through nutrient cycling. Correct Aspect: Oyster/Ecosystem Services
Aspect Text: As an ecosystem engineer oysters provide 
supporting ecosystem services [...] nutrient cycling, water 
filtration [...]

Incorrect Aspect: Oyster/Anatomy
Aspect Text: Oysters breathe primarily via gills. In addition 
[...] gases across their mantles, which are lined with [...] thin-
walled blood vessels [...]

   Ecosystem Engineer 

      Nutrient Cycling

       Water Filtration

         Blood Vessels

                Gills

Guiding 
Entity 
Prediction Matching

Figure 1: Our entity aspect linking approach. Correct entities/aspects in green, incorrect in red. First, we predict context-relevant
entities to guide us to the correct aspect. Then, we rank aspects by the number of guiding entities they mention. Here, the
aspect “Oyster/Ecosystem Services” (true aspect) is ranked highest as it mentions many top context-relevant guiding entities.

task is document retrieval. Some traditional, term-based document
retrieval models are BM25 [21], Language Models [38], and TF-
IDF [45, 48]. Recently, much work has been done in the area of
Neural-IR [8, 16, 31, 34, 47, 53]. In this work, we include the follow-
ing Neural-IR models as baselines: KNRM [53] and Conv-KNRM [7].
KNRM is a kernel-based neural ranking model that uses a transla-
tion matrix to model the word-level similarities between the query
and document. To score documents, features extracted from this
matrix are combined using a learning-to-rank layer. Instead of a
translation matrix, Conv-KNRM uses Convolutional Neural Net-
works to learn n-gram features from queries and documents.

Entity Ranking. Often, entity ranking systems first construct
term-based entity descriptions using the introductory paragraph
from an entity’s Wikipedia page (henceforth lead text) [25, 27, 54],
then rank these descriptions using document retrieval models (e.g.,
BM25). The issue here is that often, the lead text contains only the
most popular knowledge about the entity which may not even be
relevant for the query. Hence, a model using the lead text would
be unable to understand the relevant connections between the
query and entity to determine the entity’s relevance. In this work,
we provide a model that leverages a better entity description to
determine the entity’s relevance for the query. For comparison, we
include a BERT-based model that uses the lead text to rank entities.

Other approaches to entity ranking include using the Markov
Random Field to model term dependencies [19, 29, 33, 57], leverag-
ing types [1, 17] and relationships [3, 6] in Knowledge Bases to rank
entities, and Learning-To-Rank by representing each query-entity
pair as a feature vector [4, 11, 46]. Recently, the utility of entity
embeddings for entity ranking has also been explored [5, 18].

Entity Relatedness. Entity relatedness measures the degree to
which two entities are similar. Many entity relatedness measures
have been developed [39, 44, 49, 56], based on proximity of entities
in the knowledge graph, the number of in-links and out-links, etc.
Entity relatedness may also be measured using the cosine similar-
ity of the entity embeddings obtained using a graph embedding
method [2, 37, 43, 55]. The entity aspect linking task can be ad-
dressed as a semantic similarity task based on the relatedness of
the entities in the context and aspect. Hence, we include semantic
baselines based on Wikipedia2Vec [55] and E-BERT [37].

3 APPROACH
We propose an easy-to-implement and novel method for the entity
aspect linking task that given a context, first uses a neural entity
ranking model to predict guiding entities from the correct aspect.

This model is trained using a ground truth of entities linked to
the correct aspect. We leverage this guiding entity ranking to rank
aspects based on the number of context-relevant guiding entities
mentioned in an aspect. Finally, using learning-to-rank, we combine
this entity-guide-based aspect ranking with other aspect rankings
obtained using lexical similarity measures such as BM25.

Entity ranking for entity aspect linking. As described in Sec-
tion 2, entity ranking systems often use the lead text of an entity
as the entity’s description. The issue is that the lead text is query-
agnostic (here, query = context). For example, the lead text2 of the
entity “water filtration” (Figure 1) does not even mention oysters
or their connection to water filtration. Hence, a model using the
lead text would be unable to recover this relevant connection. We
provide a model that is capable of understanding the connection
between an entity and the context to determine whether that en-
tity is relevant. At its core, our method leverages a better entity
description that elaborates on the connection of an entity to the
context. Concretely, given the context, we identify a context-specific
description of an entity 𝑒 from an aspect via Pseudo-Relevance Feed-
back [23]: We retrieve a candidate set of paragraphs from a search
index with BM25 using the context, then use the highest ranked
paragraph that mentions the entity 𝑒 as the entity’s description D.

We use BERT [10] to rank entities 𝑒 using entity descriptions D
and the context. The input to BERT is a sequence of context and
description tokens separated by the special tokens [CLS] and [SEP].
We learn the score for an entity by passing the embedding of the
[CLS] token obtained from the last hidden layer of BERT through
a fully-connected layer trained jointly with the model. The model
is trained using a ground truth of entities derived from the entity
aspect linking dataset (Section 4).

Entity aspect ranking.We consider the top-𝑘 entities3 from the
entity ranking obtained above as guides to the correct aspect. We
rank aspects by the number of times they mention a guiding entity
from the top-𝑘 of the entity ranking. We treat this entity-guide-
based aspect ranking as a feature; then using list-wise Learning-
To-Rank, we combine this ranking with (lexical) aspect rankings
obtained using lexical similarity measures found to be useful in
previous work [32, 40]: (1) BM25, (2) TF-IDF, and (3) word overlap.

4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Entity aspect linking data.We use the large-scale entity aspect
linking (EAL) dataset from Ramsdell et al. [40]. The dataset is based

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_filter
3We empirically choose 𝑘 “ 100 in this work.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_filter
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on an English Wikipedia dump (January 2020) and considers the
top-level sections from Wikipedia as entity aspects. It contains an
aspect catalog with the name (section heading) and content (text
and entity links) of each aspect. Different train, validation, and
test sets are also provided. In this work, we use the Train-Small
partition (5498 EAL instances covering 1000 entities) for training
our model. For testing, we use the following two partitions: (1)
Nanni-Test containing 18,289 EAL instances covering 201 entities in
the dataset from Nanni et al. [32], and (2) Test containing 4967 EAL
instances covering 1000 entities (not including those in Nanni-Test).
The dataset contains both sentence and paragraph as contexts. In
this work, we use the sentence context as previous work [32] has
shown it to be superior to the paragraph context.

Entity ranking data.We derive an entity ranking dataset from
the EAL dataset: The train and test data are derived from the corre-
sponding train and test partitions in the EAL dataset. We derive a
ground truth of entities as follows: All entities in the true aspect
are relevant for the context whereas all other entities in all other
candidate aspects are non-relevant. We use the sentence context as
query. As documents, we use the top-ranked pseudo-relevant para-
graph retrieved for every candidate entity. We use the collection of
English Wikipedia paragraphs available with the TREC Complex
Answer Retrieval [12] dataset.

Our systems.We refer to our proposed entity ranking method
as BERT (PRF-Psg), to our derived aspect ranking as EntAsp, and
to our Learning-To-Rank combination of EntAsp with the lexical
features from previous work as LTR-EntLex.

Baselines.We compare our systems to the following baselines.
All neural models fine-tuned using pairwise margin ranking loss.4

(1) Benchmark [40]. Benchmark results provided by Ramsdell.
(2) LTR-Lex. A list-wise Learning-To-Rank combination of the

aspect rankings obtained using lexical similarity measures.
(3) BERT [10]. BERT model fine-tuned directly for aspect ranking.

We use the context as query and aspect as document.
(4) KNRM [53]. Kernel based neural model for document ranking.

Model fine-tuned for aspect ranking as in (3) above. We use the
implementation from OpenMatch [26].

(5) Conv-KNRM [8]. Convolutional kernel-based neural rank-
ing model that models n-gram soft matches for ad-hoc search.
Model fine-tuned for aspect ranking as in (3) above. We use the
implementation from OpenMatch

(6) EntityMatch (Overlap) [32]. Exact entity matching using
logical ids of entities in the aspect and context.

(7) EntityMatch (BM25) [32]. Exact entity matching using BM25
on a bag-of-entity representation of context and aspect.
Details of BERT fine-tuning for entity ranking. Our entity

ranking model is implemented in PyTorch using HuggingFace and
based on the bert-base-uncased version of BERT. We use the
pairwise margin ranking loss to fine-tune our model using the
Adam [22] optimizer, learning rate of 2𝑒 ´ 5, and batch size of 8.

Details of Learning-To-Rank (LTR).We use Coordinate Ascent
optimized for Mean Average Precision with 5-fold cross-validation.

Evaluation metrics. Mean Average Precision (MAP), Precision
at 1 (P@1) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at cut-off
20 (NDCG@20). Significance testing using paired-t-tests.

4https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.nn.MarginRankingLoss.html

Context: During rationalisation, on 30 June 1987, the staff and ticket 
between Korong Vale and Charlton/Wycheproof was replaced with 
electric staff.

Entity Mention: staff and ticket
True Aspect: Token (Railway Signalling)/Token Systems 
The token system was developed in Britain [...] following the Armagh 
rail disaster of 1889, block working became mandatory. Each single-
line section is provided with a pair of token instruments, one at the 
signal box [...] In the Abermule train collision of 1921 [...]  

Token (Railway Signalling)/Token Systems

Figure 2: Example context with entity mention helped by
our approach. Entities in bold italics. We find that due to the
small length of the context, LTR-Lex that is based on word-
overlap fails to identify the correct aspect for this example
as there are no overlapping words in the context and aspect.
However, our entity ranking method BERT (PRF-Psg) ranks
many entities from the true aspect (e.g., “Armagh Rail Dis-
aster”, “Abermule Train Collision”, etc.) among the top-10
relevant entities for the given context. These top relevant
entities guide us to the correct aspect.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
RQ1: How does the proposed approach compare to other
state-of-the-art methods for the task? From Table 1, we observe
that our proposed approach outperforms all baselines in terms of
all evaluation measures on both Test and Nanni-Test. For example,
on Test, the best performing baseline LTR-Lex obtains P@1 “

0.64 whereas our system LTR-EntLex obtains P@1 “ 0.89 (39%
improvement). We also outperform all neural ranking methods.

RQ2: Why does LTR-EntLex obtain better performance
than the state-of-the-art in EAL? Does the proposed entity
ranking method BERT (PRF-Psg) contribute to this perfor-
mance improvement? We analyze the results for every entity
mention in Test. We find that LTR-Lex cannot identify the correct
aspect for 1428 entity mentions; however, our system LTR-EntLex
helps these entity mentions by identifying the correct aspect. In con-
trast, the best neural baseline KNRM helps 404 mentions whereas
the best semantic baseline EntityMatch (BM25) helps 395 mentions.
One example entity mention helped by LTR-EntLex is shown in
Figure 2. From the example, we see that BERT (PRF-Psg) helps our
system LTR-EntLex and plays an important role in the performance
improvements we achieve. We elaborate on this in RQ3 below.

RQ3: Does the overall performance change if we replace
BERT (PRF-Psg) with an alternative entity ranking method?
We replace BERT (PRF-Psg) with the following alternative methods:

‚ Relatedness. Entities 𝑒 are ranked for context C as follows:
Scorep𝑒, Cq “

ř

𝐸PC Relatednessp𝑒, 𝐸q, where 𝐸 is an entity
from context. To calculate Relatednessp𝑒, 𝐸q, we use the cosine
similarity between the embeddings of 𝑒 and 𝐸 obtained using
Wikipedia2Vec [55] and E-BERT [37].

‚ BERT (LeadText).We rank guiding entities by fine-tuning BERT
using the lead text of entities instead of the BM25 passages.

The results from our experiments are shown in Table 2. We ob-
serve that the aspect ranking derived from our proposed entity

https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.nn.MarginRankingLoss.html
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Table 1: Results for entity aspect linking. Train data: Train-Small. Test data: Test and Nanni-Test. Ĳ denotes significant
improvement and İ denotes significant deterioration compared to Benchmark (denoted ‹) using a paired-t-test at 𝑝 ă 0.05.

Test Nanni-Test

P@1 MAP NDCG@20 P@1 MAP NDCG@20

Retrieval Baselines Benchmark [40]‹ 0.62‹ 0.77‹ 0.82‹ 0.66‹ 0.80‹ 0.85‹

LTR-Lex 0.64 0.78 0.83 0.73Ĳ 0.84Ĳ 0.88Ĳ

Neural Baselines
BERT [10] 0.37İ 0.58İ 0.68İ 0.34İ 0.55İ 0.66İ

KNRM [53] 0.41İ 0.62İ 0.71İ 0.40İ 0.61İ 0.70İ

Conv-KNRM [8] 0.35İ 0.57İ 0.67İ 0.19İ 0.45İ 0.58İ

Semantic Baselines EntityMatch (Overlap) [32] 0.31İ 0.53İ 0.64İ 0.22İ 0.47İ 0.59İ

EntityMatch (BM25) [32] 0.34İ 0.56İ 0.66İ 0.49İ 0.66İ 0.74İ

Our Systems EntAsp 0.78Ĳ 0.83Ĳ 0.84Ĳ 0.72Ĳ 0.73İ 0.73İ

LTR-EntLex 0.89Ĳ 0.94Ĳ 0.95Ĳ 0.89Ĳ 0.93Ĳ 0.95Ĳ

Table 2: Results on Test for replacing our entity ranking with entity rankings obtained using othermethods. Ĳ denotes significant
improvement and İ denotes significant deterioration compared to BERT (PRF-Psg) (denoted ‹) using a paired-t-test at 𝑝 ă 0.05.

Entity Ranking Derived Aspect Ranking LTR (Derived + Lexical)

Entity Ranking Method MAP@100 P@R NDCG@100 P@1 MAP NDCG@20 P@1 MAP NDCG@20

BERT (PRF-Psg)‹ 0.51‹ 0.51‹ 0.51‹ 0.78‹ 0.83‹ 0.84‹ 0.89‹ 0.94‹ 0.95‹

BERT (LeadText) 0.33İ 0.31İ 0.57Ĳ 0.35İ 0.56İ 0.66İ 0.64İ 0.78İ 0.83İ

Relatedness (Wikipedia2Vec [55]) 0.30İ 0.28İ 0.53Ĳ 0.35İ 0.55İ 0.65İ 0.64İ 0.78İ 0.83İ

Relatedness (E-BERT [37]) 0.30İ 0.28İ 0.53Ĳ 0.35İ 0.55İ 0.65İ 0.64İ 0.78İ 0.83İ

ranking method BERT (PRF-Psg) achieves P@1 “ 0.78 and outper-
forms all other aspect rankings. On combining with lexical features
using LTR, we obtain further performance improvements. However,
on replacing BERT (PRF-Psg) with an alternative method, the qual-
ity of both the derived aspect ranking as well as the LTR system
deteriorates. This shows that BERT (PRF-Psg) plays an important
role in the performance improvements obtained by us.

From Table 2, we observe that all LTR systems using aspect
rankings derived from alternative entity ranking methods perform
the same as LTR-Lex in Table 1 (P@1 “ 0.64), i.e., removing these
aspect rankings from the feature set does not affect performance. In
contrast, from Table 1, we observe that removing our aspect ranking
EntAsp from the feature set deteriorates the performance of the LTR
system by 28%, from P@1 “ 0.89 for LTR-EntLex to P@1 “ 0.64 for
LTR-Lex. This shows that BERT (PRF-Psg) contributes significantly
to the better performance demonstrated by LTR-EntLex.

RQ4: Why does EntAsp outperform EntityMatch (BM25)?
From Table 1, we observe that our aspect ranking EntAsp obtained
using our proposed entity ranking approach outperforms Enti-
tyMatch (BM25) (used in previous work [32, 40]) on both Test
and Nanni-Test. For example, on Test, EntityMatch (BM25) obtains
P@1 “ 0.34 whereas EntAsp obtains P@1 “ 0.78.

We find that EntAsp helps 2427 entity mentions for which En-
tityMatch (BM25) fails. On further investigation, we find that few
entities are shared between the context and an aspect. Instead of
the hard entity matching of EntityMatch (BM25), we perform a soft
matching by using the top-𝑘 context-relevant entities to match the
context and an aspect. This makes EntAsp successful. Moreover, our
entity ranking model BERT (PRF-Psg) uses a context-relevant BM25

passage instead of the generic lead text as an entity’s description.
From Table 2, we observe that the entity ranking and the derived
aspect ranking obtained using BERT (PRF-Psg) outperforms those
obtained using BERT (LeadText). Using a better context-specific
entity description, our model can capture the context-relevant con-
nections between an entity and the context. This helps our model
to better identify context-relevant guiding entities which makes
EntAsp successful.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we demonstrate the benefits of using entities as guides
for a long-form text similarity problem: Entity aspect linking (EAL).
We propose a novel approach for EAL that given a link context,
learns to predict entities from the correct aspect using a ground
truth of entities linked to the correct aspect. We use the top-𝑘 of
these predicted entities as guides to the correct aspect: We rank
aspects by the number of guiding entities they mention. Finally,
we combine our aspect ranking with some lexical aspect rankings
explored in related work. Our approach outperforms several hard
neural and non-neural baselines, and alleviates the issue with entity
matching for semantic similarity from previous work. We show
that our proposed entity ranking approach contributes significantly
to this performance improvement.

We envision this work on entity aspect linking to be useful for
other systems (e.g., document clustering) that model the similarity
between two long texts. By demonstrating the effectiveness of
predicting entities as guides for entity aspect linking, we hope to
motivate more research on using supervised entity ranking for
tasks that require an explicit semantic understanding of text.
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